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water and climate change challenges

• physical
o projecting timing and magnitude 

of changes 

o assessing implications

• assets and services
o compromised asset functionality

o essential services interrupted

• institutional 
o threats to mission

o water as a connector not a sector

o acknowledging the strategic 
imperative

o building capacity

o developing response strategies



climate program objectives:

• build sustained capacity to manage the risks 
of climate change by:
o enhancing knowledge

o assessing impacts and vulnerabilities

o building collaborative partnerships

o strengthening institutions and people

o pursuing portfolios of approaches

• leverage sustained capacity to embed what 
we’re learning in what we do
o strategic planning

o system planning

o capital planning

o system operations
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climate change and the water cycle
- very heavy precip events have increased and are expected to increase

2014 National Climate Assessment



What’s needed:
- sustained engagement
- build off of WLOB model
- continue to integrate forecasting with ops decision-making and staffing
- regular consultation of climate resiliency group
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What’s been done to date:
- forecasting and mapping
- focus on operations and planning
- conduct analytics, assess sensitivities

post event analytics

collaboration on forecasting

sea level rise mapping

Climate Resiliency Study

integration into Stage Gates
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Slide created by David Behar, SFPUC

Mission: The Water Utility Climate Alliances provides leadership in assessing and 
adapting to the potential effects of climate change through collaborative action.  
We seek to enhance the usefulness of climate science for the adaptation 
community and improve water management decision-making in the face of climate 
uncertainty.



SPU’s Strategic Business Plan:

• Action Plan 1 – Climate 
Change Adaptation and 
Resiliency

• Action Plan 2 – Energy 
Management and Carbon 
Neutrality

SPU 2015-2020 Strategic Business Plan



What’s coming up:
- further development of tools
- additional research, potential climate modeling
- Strategic Business Plan implementation

include climate signal 
in IDF curves

expand rain gauge 
network

Smart city/real time control

extend CRS to 
non-tidal basins

climate adaptation
strategy

guidance for Stage Gates
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